
ACTnow for Better Community,
Better Malaysia.

ACTnow is a social enterprise dedicated to building a better community by 
connecting the people and the local authorities as a bridge to highlight 
everyday’s community issues. It covers 52 categories of community issues 
spread across 155 local councils throughout Malaysia in a single free-for-use 
application. ACTnow is the official holder of The Malaysia Book of Record - 
“First Community Engagement Mobile Application” since November 17, 2020. 
The sole purpose of ACTnow is to encourage and build a better community. 
Be the voice of community, do not act later, ACTnow ! 

Issues you should know

*Full details of the above tickets are ONLY accessible
for registered users in the application.

Reporter is frustrated with a durian stall which 
operates from 3PM to 11PM on a daily basis 
where its generator is producing fumes and 
sound pollution. Residents have to keep the 
doors and windows closed to keep the noise 
and pollution out of their homes. Previously on 
the first report (MY0001802), two compounds 
were already issued by DBKL, however the stall 

Illegal Stalls
Sri Petaling
Dewan Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur

Details in the application with the ticket 
MY0001950

Hijacking and Illegal Occupying Public Car Park
Bandar Baru Air Itam
Majlis Bandaraya Pulau Pinang

Details in the application with the ticket 
MY0001951

Selfish motorcycle rider has no inconsideration 
towards occupying an OKU parking spot. It is 
true that these parking spots are usually 
empty, however it does not mean that it is 
available for you to park on, because when it is 
truly needed, your inconsideration will become 
their inconvenience.

Happening in Jalan S. A. Lingam, Taman Ipoh 
Selatan. Red and Green lights are appearing 
at the same time in Ipoh ! This creates confu-
sion amongst the drivers and may even 
cause accidents. This is as serious as it 
sounds, the local council ought to repair this 
as soon as possible to prevent casualties.

Traffic Light
Taman Ipoh Selatan
Majlis Bandaraya Ipoh

Details in the application with the ticket 
MY0001933

ACTnow Hot Issue Facebook live talk show is back tonight, with more intense tickets 
to be highlighted !  Check out the Hot Issue section below !

Hot Issue Live Talk Show

*We are back TONIGHT !
Chinese Segment @ ACTnow Troopers - 中文,  Tuesday 7.30PM

English Segment @ ACTnow Troopers - English,  Tuesday 8.30PM

Malay Segment @ ACTnow Troopers - Bahasa Melayu,  Tuesday 9.30PM
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ACTnow’s Note

It is an unprecedented situation where the Muslims in the country were hoping for a 
better condition for their upcoming festive celebration, however as the cases have been 
soaring high in recent announcements, MCO 3.0 had been implemented to multiple 
locations in Selangor (6 to 17 May) and Kuala Lumpur (7 to 20 May). Raya Open house is 
no longer allowed, business operations have been given restricted operating hours, as 
well as no dine-in are allowed in the MCO 3.0 area. The Selangor state government too, 
had given order for the closure of Bazaar Ramadhan. This is all in the effort of flattening 
the curve to protect our country, especially our near-collapsing healthcare system. The 
frontliners last straw of help is the public by obeying SOP and staying home. 

If the healthcare system breaks down, we may go through the same situation as India at 
the moment. 

Pray for India by ACTnow : Watch here
Show your support by sharing this video and pray

Breaking the world’s number of daily cases over and over again, with the collapsed 
healthcare system in which oxygens and beds are scarce as well as long-queue at the 
crematoriums. India is going through one of its toughest times ever since the pandemic 
hit. Looking at such heartbreaking conditions in India, ACTnow does not wish Malaysia to 
go through the same thing, we should take India as the example of what will happen if the 
healthcare system breaks down. Not to forget, our frontliners, too, are mentally and phys-
ically at their breaking point.

ACTnow urges the public to obey and look at the critical consequences if we do not take 
this pandemic seriously. All we have to do is as simple as keeping social distance, wear a 
mask at all times, and sanitize your hand regularly. If not needed, do not exit the house. 
Together, we can flatten the curve and prevent being the second India. 
. 


